there is a dangerous

dynamic in the night
heath schultz

“Anyone who has been at these protests understands that there is a
dangerous dynamic in the night. It allows a small number of agitators to hide
in the crowd and cause chaos.”
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I work at this fancy grocery store. Most of the customers are pretty

“YOU know why...”

well-off — a lot of yuppie types but also plenty of bland rich folks. The

Calmly if a bit sarcastically, “oh, ok.”

store is also close to a major university, so there are a lot of students and

“YOU PEOPLE...”

professors in there, too.
Now, pretty much yelling, “It’s because YOU’RE BLACK!”
I’m a cashier, which means I have to deal with everyone who comes into
the store at one point or another. Most people are alright, nice enough.

His open racism was like Pavlov’s whistle for those who could hear;

You can tell, though, when rich folks have no understanding of working

everyone within earshot yelled something in response: “Come on, man!”

people’s lives. They’ll do things like ask “how was your weekend?,” (retail

“Boo!,” or “Inappropriate!” At this point the prick swiftly took off and

people have no ‘weekend’) or mention how they just got back from

presumably left the store. I assume he was a little embarrassed to let his

vacation in Europe or somewhere exotic and they’ll ask:

racist flag wave so highly. It slipped out in anger.

“Have you ever been?”

While this was happening I was helping a customer who was a middled-

“No.”

aged white woman. She appeared, or at least acted, completely shocked

“Oh, you should go, it’s beautiful.”

at the prick’s vulgar racism. Upon hearing the prick yelling she responded
loud enough that really only I could hear but to no one in particular, “that’s

It is little things like that that get under my skin — ignorant but nonetheless

just, just... not ok.” Slightly louder to be heard by someone although I’m

striated language that reinforces class even in a banal situation like the

not sure who: “Inappropriate.” I got the sense it was important for her to

check-out at the grocery store.

say it if not to be heard. Just as quickly as the prick left this middled-aged
white woman glided over to my friend before she could do anything. She

Of course, sometimes you get a good old-fashioned prick. One time an

looked her in the eyes with her best loving paternalistic glance and gave

older woman told me to kiss her ass in a vulgar impromptu sign-language

her a big, uninvited hug.

she made up on the spot. She grabbed her butt before touching her
mouth and did a kind of ‘fuck-you’ flip of the wrist. Another time some
guy refused to help bag while stating to his wife loud enough so I could
hear “it’s not my job to bag!” But it is pretty uncommon for open hostility
to surface, even in these settings where rich and poor folks come into
contact at literally every counter in the store. But the most memorable
instance of this, for me at least, happened to a friend of mine — a young
black woman and fellow cashier. I was on a register one or two away
from her’s and I couldn’t hear any specifics only that their exchange was
escalating, getting more tense and frustrated. A minute or two later we
hear the prick, not quite yelling, say:
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“It is time for the silent majority in this country to support law enforcement.
There are a few bad apples in every profession. That does not mean that there
should be open warfare declared on law enforcement. The vast majority of
officers are there to do the right thing; are there because they care about their
community and want to make it a safer place. What happened last night is an
assault on the very fabric of society. It is time to come forward and support law
enforcement and condemn this atrocious act.
We’ve heard ‘black lives matter,’ and ‘all lives matter’ — well cops’ lives
matter, too. So why don’t we just drop the qualifier and say ‘lives matter,’
and take that to the bank.”
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We Will Be There When You Need Us — To Protect and Serve, To Serve
and Protect, To Protect and Serve. we’re Proud to Serve, We Serve and
Protect. it’s all about Service, Pride, Dedication with us; Service, Integrity,
Leadership, and Fair Treatment to All. hey we’re Ready To Protect, Proud
To Serve. always Serving with Integrity because we’re Sworn to Protect,
Dedicated to Serve. we’re here To Serve and Protect, To Protect and
Serve and Protect with Courage and Serve with Compassion. always
Courtesy, Service, Protection, Courtesy, Service, Protection, Courtesy,
Service, Protection, Courtesy, Service, Protection, Integrity, Service,
Pride — that’s what you get with us because we’re Dedicated to Service
and we’re Policing in Partnership with Our Community Keeping You, Your
Family, and the Community Safe with Integrity, Service, Professionalism,
Together Protecting Missouri’s Citizens with Honor, Integrity, Service.
but don’t worry, we’re Ever on the Watch because Order Through Law,

A Trooper Rides Alone

Justice With Mercy. gotta be Faithful Unto Death, that’s what they teach
us. Gold in Peace, Iron In War, if you know what we mean — Courteous
Vigilance from America’s Finest that are Rising Again.
look, obviously we believe in Justice For All. and we can, of course, Be
a Force but To Be Rather Than to Seem is what it’s about. it’s about
Professionalism, Respect, Integrity, Discipline, Enthusiasm In Step With
Our Community. we Ensure the Safety and Security for Each Person in
our Community, we’re Partners With the Community and we got that
Honor - Duty - Loyalty thing. Integrity, Pride, Dedication, ya know.
Courage, Pride, Commitment and Committed to Excellence, Ethics,
Empathy & Education. we strive for Excellence Through Knowledge and
for Wisdom, Justice, Moderation but in the end
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My partner and I went to a play last week. It was a re-working, or better a

There was a Q & A after the play. There was a very explicit privileging of

reclaiming, of the story of Robin Hood told as an explicit pro-black lives

black voices from the audience, and in one instance a deliberate exclusion

matter story. In the play Robin, the protagonist and black teen, learns he

of white voices which set the tone for the remainder of the session. The

is blessed/cursed with the ability to time-travel. This trope allowed the

facilitators tried to share some information about the Prison Industrial

play to commune with a/the history of anti-black violence and cruelty of

Complex (PIC) and other statistical anecdotes that prove of racism

police actions, a history so profound and complex it requires the magics

affects our city, our country, etc. only be interrupted by an audience

and sadism of a triad of faeries to guide Robin through several scenes

member — an older black women — who pointed out impatiently “we

of violence. This history of subjugation of black bodies — each lynching,

already know this!” She needed no context to understand the play. I

police murder, or violence against the enslaved — was recounted in

also felt I didn’t need any stats about the PIC or gentrification or other

some detail by the faeries through detailed episodic horrors. These

common stats paraded out to prove structural racism. Like any good

episodes of violence or police actions occurred in at least three different

radical I do my best to be actively anti-racist which requires a knowledge

centuries. The faeries also imbibe Robin with great burdens of each

of such things like the PIC and gentrification and its disproportionate

episode of violence; Robin gasps for breath, cries out in pain, queries the

effect on people of color.

faeries “Why do you do this?” The answer, it seems, is that they must.
Together they act as some kind of magical marriage between the State,

The Q & A continues and somewhere in the middle a person of color makes

Amerikan History, Police Violence, and the violence of White Supremacy.

a statement as clear as they possibly can: “Y’all white folks who was saying
the victim’s names during the play... I just need to say, y’all know that it’s

Throughout the play with each episode of death/murder recounted on

on you, right? When we’re talking about this violence we’re talking about

stage ends with an actor stating the victim’s name. Michael Brown. The

you. It is on you.” Or, racist violence is a white people problem.

actors repeat the victim’s name, collectively. Michael Brown. Somehow,
the audience knew intuitively to, or thought they should(?), participate in
this repeating. Perhaps “Say her name” was on everyone’s mind in just
a few weeks after the death/murder of Sandra Bland. To repeat must,
in some way, continue the life of the killed. Perhaps, to say their name
is to keep them alive in some cosmic way. Perhaps to say their name
is to work the same magic as the faeries, but as a tool of mourning and
strength rather than a weapon of violence and cruelty. If these magics
offer some strength, it must also be true that those magics are not mine.
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What we need to know is in the books. George Jackson was thrown in
prison for stealing $70 from a gas station. His sentence was 1-year to
life. He was imprisoned for eleven years with no signs of his release

“We can attempt to limit the scope and range of violence in revolution by mobilizing
as many partisans as possible at every level of socio-economic life. But given the

(over eight of which were in solitary confinement) before he was killed

hold that the ruling class has on this country, and its history of violence, nothing

in prison by guards in 1971. Jackson was a brilliant revolutionary thinker

could be more certain than civil disorders, perhaps even civil war. I don’t dread either.

and became a field marshal in the Black Panther Party after becoming

There are no good aspects of monopoly capital, so no reservations need to be

politicized while imprisoned in San Quentin in California. Jackson has left

recognized in its destruction. Monopoly capital is the enemy. It crushes the life

us two brilliant books, his published prison letters make up the infamous
Soledad Brother and his political treatise can be found in Blood in my Eye.

force of all the people. It must be completely destroyed, as quickly as possible,
utterly, totally, ruthlessly, relentlessly destroyed.”

Here he writes:
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